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Jonathan Old



Roadmap

1. Getting Started & Housekeeping

2. Time for your questions

3. Econ 140: The Big Picture

4. Correlation and Causation
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Getting Started & Housekeeping



Introduce yourself …

… and an interesting fact about you that you
would like us to know!
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Housekeeping

• What you can expect in this section and from me as GSI:

• Safe Space
• Diversity
• Challenges in this course
• Mental Health

• Core values: Transparency, Integrity, Respect
• I am your learning companion. I see grades as feedback,
not as an evaluation of your abilities or personality.
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What your peers advise!
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What your peers advise (2)!
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What your peers critiqued!
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What your peers critiqued (2)!
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Your questions



Any questions?

… Remember – this is a safe space! Every
question is useful!
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Econ 140: The Big Picture



The Big Picture

• Why is applied econometrics so cool and so important?
• Why do we NOT use Excel? A cautionary tale
• Why econometrics and not data science?

• Causality vs prediction
• Economic models
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https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2013/04/forget-excel-this-was-reinhart-and-rogoffs-biggest-mistake/275088/


Correlation and Causation



Dissecting Bad Causal Claims

Discuss in groups of 2: Why is this statement problematic?

Figure 1: Police spending and Crime (Source)
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/06/07/over-past-60-years-more-spending-police-hasnt-necessarily-meant-less-crime/ 


Dissecting Bad Causal Claims II

Discuss in groups of 2: Why is this statement problematic?

Figure 2: Number of Children and Cognitive Function(Source)
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https://studyfinds.org/too-many-kids-harmful-brain/ 


Dissecting Bad Causal Claims III

Discuss in groups of 2: Why is this statement problematic?

Figure 3: Hot baths and health (Source)
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https://www.health.harvard.edu/heart-health/can-hot-baths-protect-your-heart


Dissecting Bad Causal Claims IV

Discuss in groups of 2: Why is this statement problematic?

Figure 4: Museums and longevity (Source) 11

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/22/us/arts-health-effects-ucl-study.html


Dissecting Bad Causal Claims IV

Figure 5: Correlation and causation
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Quiz Time!

We have seen that
“Correlation Does Not Imply Causation”
What about:
“No Correlation Implies No Causation”?
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